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Abstract
By interacting with human and learning from reward signals, reinforcement learning is an ideal way to build conversational AI. Considering the expenses of real
users’ responses, improving sample-efficiency has been the key issue when applying reinforcement learning in real-world dialogue systems. Traditionally, in
spoken dialogue systems (SDS), hand-crafted components are embedded with the
data-driven parts to accelerate the training process. Action mask, one of these
components defined by humans, is used to rule out impossible actions. However,
handcrafted action mask can barely be generalized to unseen domains. In this
paper, we propose trainable-action-mask (TAM) which learns from data automatically without complicated handcrafted rules. Experiments are conducted in the
Cambridge Restaurant domain and TAM is considerably more sample-efficiency
than the baseline.
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Introduction

Model-free deep reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms have been applied in a range of challenging
tasks from games [1, 2] to robotic control [3]. Often formulated as a RL problem [4], Spoken Dialogue
Systems (SDS) also benefit from it [5]. In a typical modular SDS, user inputs are firstly processed by
automatic speech recognition (ASR) and natural language understanding (NLU) modules and then
aggregated by a belief state tracker to produce belief states, which is the estimate of the user’s goal.
After the system determines what to convey to the user, this semantic information is passed through
natural language generation (NLG) and speech synthesis modules. Between these two ends is the
core of the SDS: the dialogue manager.
With high-capacity function approximators of deep RL, the dialogue manager through exploration
can learn how to interact with users. It estimates an appropriate mapping from the belief state to the
policy or the state-action values Q. However, the widespread adoption of such methods in real-world
dialogue systems has faced two major challenges. First, model-free deep RL methods are notoriously
expensive in terms of their interactions required. Even relatively simple tasks can require thousands
of labelled dialogues of data collection and complex behaviours with multi-domain application might
need substantially more. Second, these methods are often brittle with respect to hyperparameters:
learning rates, and exploration must be set carefully for different problems to achieve good results
[5]. Both of these challenges severely limit the applicability of model-free deep RL to real-world
dialogue systems [6, 7, 8].
One of the reasons for the above-mentioned limitations is the lack of knowledge by the agent of
dynamics or so-called transition functions of an environment. Lacking the ability to predict future
states, the agent wastes time on repeating similar action sequences to get accurate return estimations
without generalization among the same transitions. This inefficient exploration not only worsens
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sample efficiency but also introduces the uncertainty to model-free algorithms because agents cannot
obtain positive signals from sparse-rewards environments such as dialogue systems.
To that end, we draw on model-based RL (MBRL) [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. In MBRL, an environment
model is used to model state transition; this model predicts future states or rewards given a present
state and the next action. One way to utilize the environment model in SDS is Dyna-Q [14, 15] which
generates training data for agents and keeps improving its environment model from real interactions
between agents and users. This method has achieved some successes in training dialogue systems [16],
[17]. Nevertheless, these approaches rely on accurate predictions of future states. Otherwise, the
generated noisy data could adversely affect the experience replay buffer and result in convergence
toward sub-optimal performance. This problem is even more critical in real-world tasks such as
multi-domain dialogue systems where training an accurate environment model is challenging.
In this paper, we propose trainable-action-mask (TAM) to rule out bad actions by a simplified
environment model. In experiments in Cambridge Restaurant domain, TAM only requires one third
of training data to reach the same success rate (80%) compared with baseline.
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Preliminaries

In this section, we establish the reinforcement learning notations used throughout this paper and
briefly introduce the handcrafted action mask.
2.1

Dialogue management through reinforcement learning

Dialogue management can be cast as a continuous MDP [4] composed of a continuous multivariate
belief state space B, a finite set of actions A and a reward function R(bt , at ). The belief state b is
a probability distribution over all possible (discrete) states. At a given time t, the agent (policy)
observes the belief state bt ∈ B and executes an action at ∈ A. The agent then receives a reward
rt ∈ R drawn from R(bt , at ). The policy π is defined as a function π : B × A → [0, 1] that with
probability π(b, a) takes an action a in a state b. For any policy π and b ∈ B, the value function Vπ
corresponding to π is defined as:
V π (b) = E{rt + γrt+1 + ...|bt = b, π}

(1)

where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, is a discount factor and rt is a one-step reward. The objective of reinforcement
learning is to find an optimal policy π ∗ , i.e. a policy that maximizes the value function in each belief
state. Equivalently, we can estimate the unique optimal value function V ∗ which corresponds to an
optimal policy. In both cases, the goal is to find an optimal policy π ∗ that maximises the discounted
total return

R=

T
−1
X

γ t rt (bt , at )

(2)

t=0

over a dialogue with T turns, where rt (bt , at ) is the reward when taking action at in dialogue state bt
at turn t and γ is the discount factor.
2.2

Hand-crafted action mask

Generally speaking, a dialogue system requires thousands of dialogues as training data to converge
to satiable performance while doing reinforcement learning. In order to stabilize or accelerate the
training process, dialogue systems usually incorporate several heuristic components. One of them is
action mask, which filters out the improper action and avoid unnecessary exploration in reinforcement
learning. Hand-crafted action mask requires tons of effort to design the rules. For example, we need
to check whether each goal is completed ,if not, the action goodbye will be filtered. When there is a
new domain with different action space, a new action mask is needed. Therefore, hand-crafted action
mask is unscalable and impractical in real-world applications.
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Figure 1: TAM architecture:
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Trainable-action-mask (TAM)

Since the hand-crafted action mask is hard to generalize to other domain, we propose trainableaction-mask (TAM) to learn the action mask automatically from data. TAM learns to predict several
attributes of future states and uses these attributes to decide which actions should be ruled out. TAM
belongs to model-based reinforcement learning(MBRL), so we give a brief introduction and point out
the difference from other MBRL approaches.
3.1

Model-based reinforcement learning

Model-based RL additionally learns an environment model to predict the transition between states,
while model-free RL only learns the mapping of the value function. Traditionally, an environment
model is used to generate pseudo training data or roll-out future steps. However, the imperfect
environment model which predicts completely wrong future states causes devastating unstable
training problem. TAM avoids this problem by using a simplified version of the environment model.
TAM does not predict the exact next state but only predicts three signals instead. This makes the
environment model relatively easy to train and debug1 . (See Figure 1.)
These three signals are: similarity, termination, and reward.
• similarity: a real value between 0 and 1, which is the cosine-similarity between the current
state and the next state after taking an action a
• termination: a binary value, which indicates the dialogue terminates or not after taking an
action a
• reward: a real value between 0 and 1, which is the normalized immediate reward after
taking an action a
Based on these learned signals, we filter out the unwanted actions by defining two masks – termination
action mask and useless action mask.
3.2

Termination action mask

In a state s, if an action a leads to the termination of the dialogue and dialogue fails, this action
a should be filtered. For example, saying goodbye before task completion always leads to the
termination and failure of the dialogue. In a state s, if an action a is predicted to terminate the
dialogue with a negative immediate reward r, this action a would be ruled out.
3.3

Useless action mask

In a state s, if the next state s0 does not change after taking an action a, the action a should be filtered.
In other words, there is no information gain after taking action a. For example, if an agent already
knows which area is requested by user, the agent should not ask the question regarding area again.
1

All the loss functions are MSE-loss, and losses are back-propagated by Adam optimizer.
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In our approach, we set a threshold δ to determine whether consecutive states remains unchanged.
If the predicted similarity between two states is lager than δ 2 , the action a would be classified as
an useless action and ruled out. Another implementation is to directly predict a binary value which
indicates the similarity is higher or lower than δ (the state s is changed or unchanged after taking
action a). These two implementations are compared in Section 4.
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Experiments and Results

Experiments are conducted on the Cambridge restaurant domain from the PyDial toolkit [18] with a
goal-driven user simulator on the semantic level [19, 20]. The training process is broken down into
20 milestones, and each milestone contains 200 dialogues. For each milestone, the current policy
network is tested on 500 dialogues. We run the evaluation 10 times and average the results to reduce
variance arising from different random initialization.
User simulator A user simulator replicates user behaviour with sufficient accuracy to optimize
model parameters to an acceptable level of performance [4] and is more cost-effective for development
and evaluation purposes. We use an error model where confusions to the simulated user input are
added. The error model outputs an N -best list of possible user responses. The input for all models is
the full dialogue belief state b of size 268 and the output action space consists of 16 possible actions.
The maximum dialogue length was set to 25 turns and γ was 0.99. The reward is defined as 20 for a
successful dialogue minus the number of turns in the dialogue. In order to accommodate for ASR
error, we include 15% semantic error rate (SER) in the user simulator.
Implementation Details For NN-based algorithms, the size of a minibatch, on which the training
step is performed, is 64. -greedy exploration is used, with  linearly reducing from 0.3 down to 0
over the training process. The Adam optimiser was used with an initial learning rate of 0.001 [21].
For algorithms employing experience replay, the replay memory has a capacity of 2000 interactions.
Baseline We use ACER as our model-free reinforcement learning algorithm. Hand-crafted mask
serves as the oracle of having a carefully designed mask.
4.1

Comparison with baselines

In Figures 2, we compare the percentage of successful dialogues (the left figure) and the average
number of turns in a dialogue (the right one).
Success rate TAM learns faster and converges to a higher success rate than the baseline while still
not as good as the oracle. Hand-crafted rules are very complicated and it achieves around 85% of
success rate with 200 training dialogues(while baseline uses four times of training data). This give us
a great expectation of improving learned action mask.
Average turns per dialogue In terms of average turn per dialogue, TAM performs similar to
baseline model and somewhat unstable. We think it is because termination mask prevent agent from
stopping exploration, which produces lengthy dialogues. Oracle dialogues are quite short and efficient
even in the beginning of the training process.
4.2

Mask ablation study

In Figures 3, we can see that the best result produced by using both two mask. When we use only
termination mask, improvement is marginal. When we use only similarity mask, the performance
is even worse than baseline. That is because when similarity mask blocks out most actions, the
probability of taking action that leads to termination increase. The dialogues end soon without
collecting useful training data. When we only use termination mask, the lengthy dialogues make
reward credit assignment difficult.
The right part is the comparison between different similarity output implementation. We can see that
2

In experiment setting, δ is 0.97
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Figure 2: Left: Comparison between different update algorithms. Right: Experiment on robustness of
different architectures to imperfect model.

Figure 3: Left: Ablation study of different masks. T-Mask uses only termination mask and Sim-Mask
uses only similarity mask. Right: Different output types of similarity. The red line is the training
curve using binary similarity output while the brown line predicts continuous one.

Figure 4: Left: Ablation study 15% SER in the US. Right: Ablation study 30% SER in the US.
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Figure 5: Left: Comparison between different similarity threshold δ with 0% semantic error rate(SER)
in the user simulator(US). Right: Comparison between different similarity threshold δ with 15% SER
in the US.

4.3

ablation study: noisy environment

In Figures 4, we compared TAM with baseline and using termination mask only(T-Mask) in two noisy
environments. Interestingly, in the environment with 15% semantic error rate (SER), the performance
of TAM become a bit unstable than using only termination mask. That is because similarity mask
is hard to learn in the noisy environment and the inaccurate prediction of similarity could produce
unstable or wrong action mask. Producing unstable action mask is quite harmful. The masked actions
are explored less and thus have inaccurate Q-values. When an unstable mask does not filter these
action, the wrong value function would ruin the whole policy.
In the right part is a more noisy environment with 30% SER. All of the model suffer from inaccurate
state prediction and there inaccurate mask and value. They all performance with limited success rates.
4.4

Comparison of different δ

In Figures 5, we compare different similarity threshold δ (0.9, 0.97, 0.99) in two environments. First,
we can notice that when δ = 0.9, it has poor performance and even much worse than baseline in both
environments. That is because it blocks too many actions and sometimes blocks the correct or useful
one, which also makes the training process very unstable.
Secondly, though both models with δ = 0.99 and δ = 0.97 perform better than baseline. The have
different strength in different environments. In the environment without noise, δ = 0.97 learns more
efficiently by blocking more actions. In the environment with 15% SER, δ = 0.99 is a better choice
since it acts more conservatively and only blocks the action with high confidence. That is because the
prediction of similarity become more inaccurate in the noisy environment.
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Conclusion

TAM make the dialogue agent not only learns more efficiently but also more explainable. Our
contributions are:
• Realizing the idea that the action mask can be automatically learned from data, and achieve
considerably high sample-efficiency(using only one third of the training data to converge.)
• Proposing a new model-based reinforcement learning algorithm to use simplified environment model that are relatively ease to train. And this algorithm can be generalized to other
applications apart from dialogue systems.
We aim at improving both sample-efficiency and stability of policy manager in dialogue systems until
it is suitable for online learning: to train an agent safely within an affordable number of interactions
with real users.
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